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Abstract 

A magnetron injection gun has been designed for an X-band gyrotron oscillator. 
The design is based on two-dimensional numerical analyses of the equi-potential 
surfaces and the electron trajectories. The gun can produce a helical beam of 
electrons with large perpendicular velocities to the magnetic field. The positional 
velocity spread of the emitting electrons remains within 12¾ just before injection into 
an open resonator. The variation of the velocities along the trajectory is studied and 
compared with that predicted by the adiabatic approximation. The approximation may 
yield an appreciable deviation due to the neglect of the inward drift of electrons. 
Typical parameters of the designed electron gun are presented. 

1. Introduction 

1 

Gyrotrons are intense microwave generators. The guns used for them should 

produce helical electron beams which resonate with the cavity modes via the cyclotron 

effect. The electrons emitted from the gun increase their velocities perpendicular to 

the magnetic field due to the adiabatic compression until injected into the cavity, 

The adiabatic approximation, however, is less valid near the electrodes, due to the 

inhomogeneity of the electric field1>. This results in an inward drift of the electrons and 

leads the perrendicular velocity to remain relatively low. As a result, the efficiency 

of the transformation of the beam energy to the microwave energy becomes low. 

The gun system, therefore, has to be dzsigned on the basis of a detailed analysis 

of the electron motion in a proper electric field, which itself is to be optimized 

simultaneously. 

This paper describes a design study of a magnetron injection gun for an X-band 

gyrotron oscillator. For the porpose of a practical construction, a gun with large 
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inclined surfaces of the electrodes will be designed. This allows us to easily construct 

a cathode with a large radius and with a relatively short length. Further, it can 

reduce the undesirable effect of the beam space charge, since it reduces the density 

of the emitter current for a given beam intensity. Such electrodes are designed by 

using the method of conformal mapping2>. The motion of electrons is determined 

by using the relativistic equations of motion in the above optimized electric field and 

the prescribed magnetic field3>. The space charge effect is neglected, since the density 

is sufficiently small for the considered beam current. 

In the following section, the basic equations are given. The gun under considera

tion will be utilized for an X-band gyrotron. The cathode radius is much larger 

than the width of the gap between the cathode and the anode, as well as that of 

the emitting region. It is, therefore, sufficient to deal with the gun system as a two

dimensional system. 

In Section 3, results and discussion are given. The final section is devoted to a 

summary. 

2. Equations for Calculations 

We first consider an electric field in such electrodes 

as shown in Fig. I. The wedge-shaped type electrodes 

usually produce an inhomogeneous electric field between 

them. In a two dimensional system, the fields can be 

easily determined by the conformal mapping method. 

Then, the electric field are given by 

E3 =G,E30 -G2Es0; 

E~ o,,= ~. exp[ -irx/4r0] • (A± B)''2 

~•. To A 2 ' 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

A= {exp[irx/ro]-2cos(iry/r0) +exp[ -irx/r0]} 112, 

( 4) 

B=exp[irx/2r0] • cos(y/r0) -exp[ -irx/2r0], ( 5) 

G1,2= Re, Im{[x-a) +i(y-h) J-11c1H1J 

X [ (x-b) +iy]11<1Hzl}, ( 6) 

Fig. 1. Magnetron injection 
gun system. E and B 
are the electric and 
magnetic fields respe
citvely. The hatched 
region repesents the 
electrodes of the 
anode (A) and the 
cathode (K). 

where Uo is the potential, ro is the anode radius, a and b are the 'bent' points of 

the anode and cathode, respectively, with respect to the coordinate x, and h is the 

bent point with respect to y. The equi-potential surfaces are solved in order to 

determine the desired configuration of the electrodes. The surfaces are determined 
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by solving the equation 

dy _ E., 
dx -- E

7
' 

3 

(7) 

The integration scheme employed is the Runge-Kutta-Gill method for solving Eq. (7). 

The magnetic field is given, based on the field profile produced by available 

air-core solenoid coils. The field along the axis, B(x), can be represented by the 

superposition of fields with Lorentzian forms and is given by 

( 8) 

where Bo is the maximum of the field ; c1 is the coordinate of the maximum on the 

axis for each field component, and d; its half-width. Only one side of the maximum 

of B(x) is needed to describe the magnetic field for the calculation of the trajectories. 

From the analytic continuity, we can find the components of B(x). As a result, we 

have 

(9) 

In the fields of E and B given by Eqs. (1), (2), (9) and (10), the trajectories of 

the electrons are determined from the relativistic equations of motion in the following 

form; 

dr =v 
dt ' 

(11) 

(12) 

where c is the light speed, r=[l-v2/c2J-1
'
2 the relativistic factor, and 7J the charge

to-mass ratio. In the calculation, the system is written for a positive charged particle 

for the numerical convenience. 

For the numerical calculation, the variables are transformed into 

~;=r;/ro, C,=vif.J27J Uo, Co=c/,/27] Uo, 

~; =E; ro,J2Uo, /3; =B;ro/ ,/27] Uo, i- = t,J27JU0/ To, (13) 

where i=x, y, and z. After these transformations, Eqs. (11) and (12) become 
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!;s =r- 1Ut-C.By- CC~s+C,ty)Cs/c~J, 

!~· =r- 1[£, HsB.- CC~s +c,ty) Cy/ c~J, 

!;· =r- 1[CsB,-C,Bs- (C~s +c,ty)C./c~], 

de;="· 
d, '"' 

i=x, y, and z. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Equations (14) - (17) are numerically solved by the standard two-sided Runge- Kutta

Gill method with a FACOM 200 computer in Kyoto University. 

3. Results 

Figure 2 shows the equi-potential surfaces for the values of a= -0. 3, b=0, k1 =5, 

k2 = 4, and h = 1. 4. The electrodes are designed along the surfaces, which correspond 

to the fat solid curves in Fig. 2. In this case, the electrode surfaces have a large 

angle of 0=32. 2° to the axis of the system. We see that the equi-potentials are 

rather inhomogeneous, especially near the electrodes. Such inhomogeneity plays an 

important role for the electron tranjectories. 

In order to couple the beam with cavity modes effectively, we have to make an 

injection of the beam into a cavity at a proper radial position. For the TE01 mode, 

for example, the injected radial position has to be 0. 48r., at which the azimuthal 

electric field of the mode is maximum, where r., is the radius of the cylindrical cavity. 

-1.0 -0.5 

y 

1.5 

X 
Axial distance 

h•l.4 
0" 0.3 
b•O.O 
k1•5.0 
k2 • 4.0 

1.0 1.5 

Fig. 2. Equipotential Jines for design of the electrodes. Parameters are 
h=l.4, a=0.3, b=O, k1=5, and k2=4. 
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Fig. 3. (a) : Profile of magnetic field intensity along the axis of the system. (b) : Typical 
trajectories of the emitted electrons until they are injected into an open resonator. 

5 

Figure 3 shows a typical case of electron trajectories in such a magnetic fled as is 

shown in Fig. 3(a). The magnetic field corresponds to the case of a1 =0. 9, c1 =20, 

d1=7.5, a2=0.3, c2=13, d2=5, as=0.1, cs=-5, and ds=5, where the last three 

represent a field produced by a coil set near the gun. 

In Fig. 3(b), we see that the trajectories do not intersect with each other until 

the first return near the electrodes. This will reduce an undesirable effect resulting 

from the intersection, i.e. a significant increase in the space charge. After leaving 

the cathode, the electrons gradually drift inward with the Larmor motion. The 

electron beam is injected into the cavity at the radial position r6 =0. 24r,, where r, 

is the cathode radius at the emitting region. In this case, the radius of the cavity 

should be chosen as r,,, =2. 08 r6 for effectively· coupling with the TE01 mode. Note 

that in the adiabatic approximation we have r6 = (B,/ B0) ' 12r, at the injection position. 

This yields r6 =0. 45r, for the present value of B,/B0 =1/5, which is larger than that 

in the numerical result. The reason is that we have neglected the inward drift in 

the adiabatic approximation. Thus, the adiabatic approximation becomes less valid 

for describing the motion of the electrons in the rather inhomogeneous field. This is 

more clearly seen in the variation of velocities. 

Figure 4 shows a typical case of the electron energy, r-1, the velocity perpendicular 

to the magnetic field /3.i., and the velocity parallel, p1, along the trajectory as is shown 

in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 4, we see that /3, increases almost monotonically, while /3.i. 
oscillates appreciably near the electrodes. This is caused by the difference of the 

electric field along the Larmor motion. In the very first return of the motion, the 

electron reaches its own peak of the potential, and then its kinetic energy decreases 

due to the return to the catchode. A small dip in r-1 corresponds to the return. 

After being sufficiently apart from the electrodes, /3.i. increases, compensating for the 

decrease in /3, according to the adiabatic compression. The ratio of /3.i. to /3, becomes 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the kinetic energy of the electron, r-1, the perpendicular and parallel 

velocities, /3J. and {31, respectively, along the trajectory (a) shown in Fig. 3. 

l. 66 just before being injected into the cavity. The ratio itself depends on the 

electric field intensity in the present gun system. 

Figure 5 shows a typical case of the velocities perpendicular and parallel to the 

axis, p,, and fi.,, respectively. In Fig. 5, we see that fi, exhibits an oscillation 

superposed with the drift motion near the electrodes. Sufficiently apart from them, 

fi, exhibits a pure oscillatory motion with an increase of its amplitude. On the other 

hand, p,. gradually becomes a non-oscillatory motion with a decreased its amplitude. 
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Fig. 5. ariations of the velocities {3. and f3,. 
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Table : Designed Parameters 

Beam Voltage (kV) 

Average Transverse Velocity (vr/c) 

Velocity Ratio vdvr 

Velocity Spread of v,. (%) 

Cathode Radius (mm) 

Magnetic Field (kG) 

Cyclotron Frequency (GHz) 

Magnetic Field at Cathode (kG) 

Magnetic Compression Ratio 

4. Summary 

20 

0.14 

1. 5 

12 

19 

3. 1 

8. 7 

0.62 

5 

7 

We have studied the gun system by solving numerically the relativistic equations 

of motion in the electrostatic and magnetic fields. It is shown that the perpendicular 

velocity of the electrons emitted oscillates, and is accompanied by an inward drift near 

the electrodes. It becomes pure oscillatory just before being injected into the cavity. 

In the gun system, the adiabatic approximation is less valid with respect to the velocity 

as well as the trajectory. The gun designed can produce a helical beam of the 

electrons with a large perpendicular velocity, typically with fJ.Li fJ,?: 1. 5. 

In the Table, we give the designed parameters typical of the gun. Experiments 

on a gyrotron utilizing the gun will be separately reported. 
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